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NUMBER OF PLATES NEEDED

B

___________

DATE: _______________________
NEED DATE: _________________
My Contact Info.:____________
______________________________
______________________________

WIDTH= E
THICKNESS= F

SHIP TO: ___________________
___________________
___________________

STIFFENER: 1 or 2
In Center or along
Back
1/4” or 3/8”
Special Instruction:____________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
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Please fill out completely.
Enter in the information in each box from A. through F.
To assist us please convert all measurements into inches.
Example: (12 feet equals 144 inches)
Thank you.
A: is the rise of the arch from its base to its highest point.
B: is the length of the leg of the arch.
C: is the distance of the span from the inside to inside of the arch.
D: is the length of the leg of the arch.
E: is the width of the arch plate.
F: is the thickness of the plate. I.e. .25 = 1/4” .375 = 3/8” .50 =
1/2”
NUMBER OF PLATES NEEDED: is the quantity of plates you
need that match these exact measurements.
DATE: is the day you are ordering the plate. SHIP TO: is the
address where we can ship the plate to if needed
NEED DATE: is the date we are going to ship out your plate
My Contact Info.: is your office or cell phone number.
Please circle one.
STIFFENER: 1 or 2: is one or two stiffeners.
In Center or along: is where the stiffener goes, down the center
or,
Back
along the back of the arch.
1/4” or 3/8”: is the thickness of the stiffener. ( 1/4” = .25 and
3/8” = .375)
Special Instruction: is for you to explain specifics such as, if the
stiffener goes toward the center of the plate how many inches from
the edge of the plate is the stiffener located, if two stiffeners are
required what are they’re locations.

